ABSTRACT. The Whittaker-Shannon interpolation formula, or "cardinal series", is a special case of the more general linear integro-differential equation with constant complex coefficients X^=0anp"'(z) = Jfiz -t)dß(t) where the integral is taken over the whole real line with respect to the measure u.
integral is taken over the whole real line with respect to the measure u.
In this study, I show that many of these equations provide representations for particular classes of entire functions of exponential type. That is, every function in the class satisfies the equation and conversely every solution of the equation is a member of the class of functions.
When the measure in the convolution integral above is chosen to be discrete, a particular form of the above type of equation is an equation of periodicity /(z) = f(z + T). Following an extensive treatment of the general equation written above, the study concludes by offering a generalization in terms of these convolution equations of a classical theorem in complex analysis concerning periodic entire functions.
1.
Introduction. An entire function fiz) which satisfies the condition \f(z)\ <Aek^ for nonnegative constants A and k is called an entire function of exponential type. Any such function which is also square-integrable on the real line is known to satisfy the Whittaker-Shannon interpolation formula [22] , the so-called "cardinal series", from which the function can be reconstructed by knowing only the values it takes at certain points along the real axis. A special case of this formula is the equation -,, t? sin 7r(z -n) " ,.
*2) = A «z-n)tm n~ -oo \ / for all complex z.
The Whittaker-Shannon interpolation formula is a special case of the more general linear integro-differential equation with constant complex coefficients (a) Zaj(nXz)=$f(z-t)dp(t)
where the integral is taken over the real line with respect to the nontrivial measure p. When the measure is chosen to be discrete, other special cases of this equation are equations of periodicity /(z) = f(z + t) or more general linear differential-difference equations of the form H^=0anf^(z) = "Ek==0f(z + Tk), where Tk is real for k > 0.
This study shows that many of these equations characterize certain classes of entire functions of exponential type, i.e., every function in the class satisfies the particular equation and, conversely, every solution of that equation is a member of the class of functions.
We first investigate these convolution equations in the case that the measure itself has a finite Laplace transform on some interval of the real line. When the interval is symmetric about the origin, we show that the convolution integral represents a linear differential operator which is related to the measure by its bilateral Laplace transform. Conversely, we show that the only possible solutions of equation (a), where the function H^=0anz" is transcendental and analytic in |z| <a, are entire functions of exponential type a, and thus we obtain a representation for these functions. Whether X^--0anzn is transcendental or not, we exhibit a method by which solutions of (a) can be constructed. Finally, where the conditions are as described in Proposition 2.6, we show that all solutions which are entire of exponential type have a representation as sums of exponential functions.
In the third section, we discuss the behavior of the solutions of (b) Z anf<n\x) = $+_J(x -t) dp(t) n=0 where TV* is finite and the Laplace transform of the measure may not exist in any interval. Interpolation methods between derivatives are used to find that, in general, the solution is necessarily an entire function with exponential type depending on the magnitude of the coefficients an, the order N of the equation, and the L1 norm with respect to the measure \p\ of a certain function depending only on the solution.
The next section begins with a theorem showing that any bounded linear operator acting on the space of entire functions of exponential type a which are square-integrable on the real line (a space denoted W ) has a representation as a convolution. This space of functions, the "band-limited" functions, is important in information theory where the cardinal series plays an important role.
We proceed to develop conditions on the measure such that equations of the form (b) characterize the class Wa, and exhibit several examples of such equations. This section continues by considering the equations characterizing entire functions of exponential type which have polynomial growth on the real line. The theory of distributions plays an important part, and we are again able to classify the measures and hence the particular equations involved. The section closes by considering an equivalent condition characterizing equations of the form (b) in terms of the moments of the measure.
This study concludes by offering a generalization for this class of entire functions of one of the classical theorems in complex analysis.
Note. The large majority of integrals in this paper are considered over the whole real line. Thus the integrals are to be considered in this manner unless otherwise indicated.
2. Convolution and differential equations for the class of entire functions of exponential type. We first characterize the form of the convolution integral.
Theorem 2.1. Let f(z) be entire of exponential type a. Suppose that p is a measure such that e° '* ' G Lx (d\p\) for some o > a. Then 0) ffiX-t)dp(t)= £\,/(n)(*)
where X(z) = 2~=0Xnz" is analytic in \z\ < a, and X and p are related by the formula X(z) = fe~2t dp(t), i.e., by the bilateral Laplace transform. Conversely, if\(z) is related to a measure in this fashion, then (1) holds.
Proof. We first define T^ by Tß \f] = ffiz -t)dp(t) where /is entire of exponential type a. By the hypothesis, we know that the integral is well defined for all z, since \ffiz -f)d¡K(f)| < pe(a+£)|z-fl d\p\(t) <^e(a+£)|z| fe("+e)M d\ß\(t) < « for any é > 0 such that a + e < o.
To show that Tß \f] is an entire function, let Cr he the circle \z\ = r for r > 0, and consider fcTu \ñ (z) dz = fcJfiz -1) dp(t) dz = ffc fiz -1) dz dp(t).
But gt(z) = fiz -1) is entire since fiz) is, for any fixed t. Thus Cauchy's Theorem implies fc gt(z) dz = 0 for any r and any t. But then icTll\f]{z)dz=^0-dp(f) = 0 for any circle r. Thus Morera's Theorem applies to say that Tß [/] is entire.
Moreover, the growth relation demonstrated above combined with the hypothesis that Je(fl+e)li| d\p\(t) < °° shows that Tß [f] is entire of exponential type.
We wish to apply a theorem of [2], and we thus need to show that T is (i) distributive, (ii) commutes with differentiation, and (iii) satisfies the weak continuity condition defined below.
FM [afiz) + bg(z)] = f{af + bg} (z -t) dp(t) (i) = affiz -t) dp(t) + bjg(z -t) dp(t) = aTß\fiz)] + bT^W)} so that Tß is distributive.
(u) ¿[/to -1) dp(t)] = ff(z -1) dp(t)
follows from Lemma 1 of §3 below, so that
(iii) The condition we need to show is the following: Let sJz) = 2"=0afczfc where /(z) = ~Ek=0akzk is an entire function of exponential type a. Then ]imn^Tß[sn(z)] = Tp[f(z)] for every z.
To show this, fix z complex. Since f(z) is entire of exponential type a, it is clear that for every « there exists some number e (0 < e < a -a) such that |sn(z -r)| < exp{(a + e)[|z| + |f|]} for all real t, and e does not depend on «. This latter function is by hypothesis in Z,*(cf|p.|). Thus lim f ¿ ak(z -if dp{t) = (Z *kiz -0fc dp(t) = jf(z -t) dp(t) /!->■= J k=0 J k=0
follows from the dominated convergence theorem. This shows (iii). Theorem 1 of [2] now applies. Hence Tß has the form designated in the theorem, i.e., Tß[f(z)] = 2^'=0X"/(")(z) for some X(z) = 2"=0X"z" analytic in |z|<a.
To show that X(z) -Je~zt dp(t), let z0 be any fixed number such that |z0| < a. Form the entire function of exponential type a given by exp(z0z) for complex z. Since (1) holds for this function:
S°° d" exp(z0(x -t)) dp(t) = ZKjj; exp(z0x) n = 0 a* z e°XSe-Z°tdp(t) = eZ°X ± X"z»0 ^L-Z^dp(t)= ± Xnzl n = Q This holds for every z0 such that |z0| < a, so X(z) has the required form. Conversely, suppose that X(z) = 2™=0X"z" is analytic in |z| < a and that X(z) is the Laplace transform of a measure with the hypothesized properties. Then X(z) is actually analytic in |z| < o.
Let fiz) be entire of exponential type a, and let F(z) be its Borel transform. It is well known for every such function that fiz) = ^-r( F(co)ezw do> JK ' 2m J\u\=a+e v ŵ here e > 0 is chosen so that a + e < o. Thus ¡fiz -t)dp{t) = ¿-;/lwl=a+/(^-du dm -à-f^Jw"-'"*«)** = r^f F(u)ez" ¿ X"co"<ico.
2m J\w\=a + e K ^ c n -u But X(co) = 2~=0X"co" is analytic in a disk containing this contour, so the integration may be carried out term by term. That is, ¡fiz -t)dp(t) = ¿ X" • ¿rL,_.+/(«)MVw du = ¿ X"/<">(z) n = 0 Z7" loj|-a + e n_Q as stated.
We will proceed now to show that the solutions of equations of the form
(1) are infinitely differentiable and, in general, are entire functions of exponential type. The cases where X(z) in Theorem 2.1 is a polynomial are considered in Propositions 3.4 and 3.5. First, however, we consider the case where X(z) is transcendental.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that (1) holds for some fix) E C°°(R), where X(z) is a transcendental function which is analytic in \z\ < a. Then fiz) is an entire function of exponential type a.
Remark. Sikkema [20] states that a "necessary and sufficient condition for the differential operator F(D) = S"_0a"D" to be applicable to all entire functions of type t and order 1 is that the numbers an are such that the generating power series ¿V^^Qanz" defines a function which is analytic for \z\ < r". Our assumptions on X(r) therefore appear to be quite necessary.
Proof. Let x be fixed. The convergence of 2~=0an/(")(x) implies that (for X(z) = K=0anz" in (1)) \anf(n)(x)\->0 asn->-°°.
Thus |a"/(n)(x)| < 1 for all n>Nx.
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The function X(z) = 2~_0a"z" is analytic in |z| <a, so that hmn^."\an\l,n < 1/a. Thus, for arbitrary e > 0, |a"|1/n >l/a-e for all n > N2 > Nx.
Thus
(1/a -e)"|/(">(;c)| < 1 for all « > N2 ** \f(n)(x)\ < (1/a -e)~" for all « > N2 =* l/(n)(x)|1/" < (1/a -e)"1 for all « >7V2.
Thus lim supn^Jf("Xx)\lln < (Ila -e)~l, and as e > 0 was arbitrary,
Um sup l/^OOl1/" < (1/a)"1 = a.
Define a function £(z) = 2"=0/(")(0)z"/«!. This is an entire function, since
IfW®"".,.
(1/a-e)-" l'n n hm sup ¿-*--< hm sup i-----= 0.
Further, (2) shows that g(z) is of exponential type a. We claim that g(x) = 2~_0/^"^(0)x:"/n! is the Taylor series expansion for the original function fix). This will be true if the remainder term Rnix,o) = Sx^fi"+1\t)dt goes to zero as « goes to °°. Now \x \Rn(x, 0)\<fX^-p-\f("+1\t)\dt
For each t, 0 < |f| < |*|, the above analysis shows that there is an Nt such that (/(» +1)(,)| < (i/j -e)-(«+D for « > yV, and e > 0 such that e < 1/a. In fact, picking Nx according to the above analysis shows that there is some neighborhood about each t such that a particular ./V will do. But [0, x] is compact, so that there is some N' independent of t such that |/("+1)(/)| < (1/a -e)_(n+1) for n> N' and 0 < |fI < \x\. Thus the latter expression above goes to zero as « tends to °°, so Rn(x, 0) goes to zero as « tends to °°.
Thus extending fix) to the plane by f(z) = g(z) completes the proof.
Examples. Example 1. Consider the equation ( 3) ¿ /(2n)0c) = (fix -t)\6e-w dt. If dp(t) = ]6e~wdt in Theorem 2.1, then by Laplace transforms (e-ztdp(f) = t-^-î = ¿ z2" for |z|< 1,
so Theorem 2.1 shows that (3) is satisfied by every entire function of exponential type less than 1.
Conversely, Proposition 2.2 shows that for any /G C°°(R) such that (3) holds, / is entire of exponential type at most 1.
Thus combining the theorem and the proposition shows that equation (3) characterizes entire functions of exponential type less than 1.
Example 2. In a similar manner, we see that the more general equation
characterizes entire functions of exponential type less than a.
We proceed now to develop a method by which to construct solutions of (1). We first consider the solutions of equations of the form (5) ^bnf^(x)=[f(x-t)dp(t)
where /ea|fl d\p\(t) < °° for some o > 0, and K is finite.
Proposition 2.3. If z = u0 is a zero of multiplicity N of the function g(z)= £ bnzn -fe-ztdp(t), n = 0 J then fix) = P(x)eu°x, where P(x) is any polynomial of degree at most N -1, is a solution of (5).
Proof. We note that z = uQ satisfies fi-t)>e-*<dp{t)= ¿r/V//"
(o if K<f<N.
Let Z^x) = Z£-î,a",x"\ so that m = 0 N-l ¡fix -t) dp{t) = ¡ £ am(x -t)meU°(X~ dp(t) m = 0
?tz,l unx r -unt = Z «»c ° ¡(x -t)me ° dp(t) +I.J>»(7>(/)("-^"'"'"s"
In the second sum, let jx = f + 1, so -j = -/, 4-1. Then
so this becomes which completes the proof of the claim. Now using the claim, we have ¡+_lfix -t) dm =tbn£h-\A*)] for Ax) = "t" "mXme"°X n=0 "* m = 0 as desired. We can extend the previous proposition to the infinite case of the theorem, i.e., Proposition 2.5. If z =u0 is a zero of multiplicity N of the function (7) Si^)= tbnz"-fe-ztdp(t), n=0 J where ^=0bnz" is analytic in \z\ < a, and \u0\ < a, then fix) = Pix)eu°x, where P(x) is a polynomial of degree N -I, is a solution of the equation K=oKfMix) = if(x-t)dp(t).
Proof. Since zZ^=0bnz" is analytic for |z| < a, the hypothesis that u0 is contained in this disc and is an TV-fold zero of (7) allows us to differentiate the series term by term to obtain jK>'e~V dKt) = Z /-(J Wo"' for 0 </ <ZV-1.
Working as before, we obtain Sfix-t)dp(t) = e° y y Z^(7)/!("Wm-/«r/
where fix) is defined as above with P(x) = 2^Z0aOTxm. Since the infinite series converges uniformly for z = u0 since \u01 < a, we may change the order of summation to obtain (fix-t)dp(t) = eU<>X Z ZNZ ajfij^b^-'ur1
as in the previous proposition. Remark.
Including an extra finite sum in the above proof will show that any combination of the above types of functions, i.e., H^=QcnPn(x)e n , will also be a solution. Proposition 2.6 will show that such sums are the only such solutions which are entire of exponential type, while Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 concern analyticity of solutions of exponential growth on the real Une.
Examples. (I) Let \dt if 0 <i < 1, dp(t) = (0 otherwise.
To construct solutions of the equation (8) f'{x)= S] fix -t)dt we look at the roots of the function g(z) = je~zt dp(t) -z = 1-^ -z,
i.e., the complex numbers such that e~z = 1 -z2 (for z + 0). Since there are an infinite number of roots of this equation, there are an infinite number of solutions of (8) .
Note. It will follow from Theorem 3.2 that if fix) is bounded on the real line and satisfies (8) , then fix) is entire of exponential type 1. Thus there are no roots of e~z = 1 -z2 of the form z = iy for \y\ > 1.
(II) Let \dt forr>0, dm = (0 otherwise.
To construct solutions of the equation
consider the roots of
Thus z -1/z is the equation to be satisfied for Re z > 0, so that the root is z = -i-l. Thus solutions we can construct are of the form fix) = ce*, for constant c. Conversely, since Soe~t dt = 1, if \fix)\ <Me* for some constant M and all real x, and fix) satisfies (9), Lemma 1 will show that \f^"\x)\ < Me* for n > 1 also. A theorem of Tagamlizki [21] then says fix) -Me*.
Conclusion. Any solution of (9) which is of exponential growth on the real line is of the form/(x) = ce*. Thus, solutions of (9) have a remarkable resemblance to solutions of/'(x) = fix).
(III) Consider the related equation
Since z -4 4-4/z = 0 <=> (z -2)2 = 0, z = 2 is a root with multiplicity 2. Thus (cxx + c2)e2x is a solution of (10) for arbitrary complex constants cx and c2. We now show that every solution of equation (1) which is entire of exponential type is a sum of exponential functions (Proposition 2.5 shows that such a sum is a solution). H. R. Pitt [17] has investigated solutions of equations of the form Xf=0ff^(x -y)dkr(y) = 0, where the kr(y) are functions of bounded variation in any finite interval. In Proposition 3.4, we show that every C"(R) solution of f("\x) = ¡fix -1) dp(f) which is of exponential growth on the real line is actually entire of exponential type. In Proposition 3.5 we are able to show that every Ck(R) solution of (5) which is of exponential growth on the real line is actually infinitely differentiable. Thus it is reasonable at the start to make the assumption that the solution is entire of exponential type. These results are similar to those of Pitt, but the proof is new and applies to the case of the differential equation of infinite order. Proposition 2.6. Let f(z) be entire of exponential type a, 2~_ 0anz" be analytic in a disc \z\ < b which contains the conjugate indicator diagram offiz), \fe~zt dp(t)\ < °°for |Re z| < c, where c> b, and ¿a"f("\x) = ff(x-t)dp(t). which are contained in the conjugate indicator diagram offiz), the Pk(z) are polynomials depending on f(z) of degree mk -1, and M is possibly infinite.
Note. We assume that g(z) is not identically zero.
Proof. Let C he a contour which contains the conjugate indicator diagram of/(z) in its interior, and such that C is contained in the disc |z| < Z>. It is weU known that C can always be chosen to be the circle |z| = a + e, e > 0. Then fiz) = fceZCJip(to) dto, where <¿>(co) is the Borel transform of f(z). Then since /(z) satisfies the equation above, ¿ a" J^G/Vrtco) du = jyce(z-f)Xco) do, dp{t) =*SCZ ancj" • e*utfu)dco = ^Jez^e-^^(tc)dp(t)dto "* S/" Ç "■*"" 'S6"'" ^OM^du = 0.
We assume that S~=0a"co" -/e~fu> dp(f) is not identically zero. Since (¿>(co) • {2"_0anc<;" -fe~t0J dp(t)} is regular on C, it is analytic inside C by Pólya [1,
Then (¿>(to) has (at most) poles at the zeros of S~=0anco" -/e_fa; dp(t). Each pole of multiplicity «z of y(tS) contributes a factor of the form P(z)eaz to fiz), where a is the pole, and P(z) is a polynomial of multipUcity m -1 depending on <¿>(cj). Since f(oj) is analytic outside of the conjugate indicator diagram of fiz), only values in this set could be poles of ¡p(to).
The function S"_0anco" -fe~tu¡ dp(t) could have an infinite number of zeros in that set, and thus there could be an infinite number of poles.
Remark. The previous proposition allows us to prove the classical theorem that an entire function of exponential type which is 2ir periodic on the real axis is an exponential polynomial. For if dp{f) is point mass at -27r, we are considering the equation fix) = fix + 2n) (an = 0ifn> 1).
The set of zeros of Je~zt dp{f) -1 = e2*z -1 are the points z = ik, k = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . , and the zeros are simple. Thus
. Solutions of equations of the form S~_0an/^"^(x) = ¡fix -t) dp(t). A. Giroux [7] has shown that a bounded function fix) which satisfies the equation f'(x) = ¡fix -t) dp(t) for all real x, where p is a complex measure, is an entire function of exponential type |p|(Z?). Theorem 3.1 is an extension of this theorem to the case when the function is not necessarily bounded on the real axis.
The remainder of this section deals with equations of the above form when the measure is complex but does not necessarily have a finite Laplace transform on any interval of the real line; these results cannot be obtained from those in §2. First, in Theorem 3.2, we consider the cases when fix) is a bounded function for real x and f{n)(x) = ¡fix -t) dm for n > 2, and then, in Theorem 3.3, consider the same type of function when the left side of the equation is of the form P(D), where D is differentiation and P(z) is a polynomial. Finally, we consider these same equations in the same order but for the case that the function may have exponential growth on the real line and the measure has a finite bilateral Laplace transform in an interval about the origin. We have already shown in Proposition 2.2 that solutions of the differential equation of infinite order are entire of exponential type, and the Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 following are concerned with those equations with the differential operator of finite order. Recall also Proposition 2.6 for the particular form of the solutions in the case that they are entire functions of exponential type.
To consider several cases at the same time in the first theorem, we make the following definition:
Definition. Let fix) be continuous for all real x. We say that \p(x) G C(R) is a bounding function for fix) if (i) |/(x)| < \p(x) for all real x and (ii) 140(i/0 B i//(x -t) < A0\p(x)\p(-t) for all x and t.
The smallest such constant, denoted A, will be called the supporting constant. Examples, (a) \p(x) = eaM, since e"1*-'1 < ealx^eaM. A = 1.
(b) \p(x) = ea*, since exp(a(x -t)) < exp(ax) exp(-ar). A = 1.
(c) \p(x) = M>0, because M = AMM. A = 1/M. Lemma 1. Let /G C1(R), \jj be a bounding function for f', and define h{x) = ¡fix -t) dp(t). IfSK-t) d\p\(t) < °°, then h'(x)=¡f'(x-t)dp(t).
Proof.
a->0 a a->0 J = lim f/'(x + ad-t) dp(t) for 0 < 8 < 1
by the mean value theorem. But |/'(x + aQ -1)\ <A • \p(x + ad) • $(-t) E L1(d\p\(t)). Thus an application of the dominated convergence theorem allows us to conclude that h'(x) = flim f'(x +ad-t)dp(t) = (f'(x -t) dp(t). Theorem 3.1. Suppose fE C(R) has the bounding function i//(x). Let V = ¡\¡j{-f) d\p\(t) < °° for some complex measure p(t). If for each real x (11) f'(x) = ff(x-t)dp(t), then f is an entire function of exponential type AV, A the supporting constant.
Proof. Fix a, and choose a sequence such that xn -► a as « -► °°. Then
] dp(t).
xn-*a n-+°°J But \f(xn -1) -fia -1)\ < hx" -t) + Ha -0= mxn) + mw-t) Um [/'(*") -/'(a)] = fUm [fixn -t) -fia -t)] dp(t) = 0 for every such sequence. Hence /' E C(R). Since \f'(x)\< flfix -t)\d\p\(t)
we see that f'(x) has the bounding function AV • \p(x)-By Lemma 1, /(2)(x) = ¡fix-t)dp(t); so |/(2)(x)| < A vfax -1) d\p\(t) < {A V)2Hx).
By reiterating this procedure, we see that / E C°°(R), /<•%) = J/("-l)(x -t) dp(t), for « > 1, and l/^OOl < (A V)n4i(x) for « > 0.
The conclusion follows from Lemma 2.
Examples.
(1) If fix) is bounded on the real axis and (11) holds, then \fix)\ <M = \¡/(x) has supporting constant A = l/M. Thus, the type of /is given by ¿J>%I = MCR). This is just Giroux's theorem [7] .
(2) Let fix) = e2* = i//(x), and let dp(t) he the measure which has mass 2 at t = 0. Then (11) holds, and the type of /is given by V= ¡e~2td\p\(t) = 2. ax) = ¡f(x-t)dp(t) = % Zj0^f(x + 2-^n)
for every entire function of exponential type r which is bounded on the real axis. In this case M(*) = Í¿(2TW = T' so that the converse also holds. We can extend this theorem to more general equations. The growth of the function fix) along the real line determines the form of proof required, and we first present the cases where fix) is bounded for real x before moving on to a more general situation. Theorem 3.2. Suppose that/G Cn~l{R),n> 1, \fix)\<Mfor realx, and there is a complex measure p such that (12) f{n){x)=¡fix-f)dp{t).
Then f is entire of exponential type [\p\(R)] x^n for n> 1.
Proof. If n = 1, the theorem follows from Theorem 3.1 for the case when fix) is bounded. Thus we assume n>2.
Let K = \p\{R). It follows from (12) that l/(n)(x)| < ¡fix -t)\ d\p\(t)<MK.
If Mj = maxx\fW(x)\ for/ > 1, then Kolmogorov's inequality [11] states l/(fe)(*)l < y"ikM1-k¡nMk/n for 0 < * < «.
The constants yn k are well known and are such that 1 < ynk < tt/2 for 0 < k < n. Thus we have l/(fc)00l < ynkMl-k/n(MK)k/" m ynkKk/"M("-k+k'>ln for 0 < k < n.
Let C = maxj <fe<" {yn¡k}. In general, then \fw(x)\ < CKk'"M for 0 < fc < «.
It follows as in the proof of the previous proposition that / E C"(R). The constant MK is a bounding function for f^"\x), so Lemma 1 gives f(-"+1\x) = ff'(x -t) dp(t). But then |/(«+l>(jc)| < J\f'{x -t)\ d\p\(t) < CKx'nM ■ K = CK("+1)I"M.
So again we may show/E C"+1(R), and Lemma 1 gives/(n+2)(x) = ff(2\x -t) dp(i). Iteration of this procedure « times gives fin + fc)(jc) = J/(fc)(x _ t) dllrt) for 0 < k < « Examples.
(1) Let dp(i) have mass -9 at t = 0. Then for « = 2, (12) becomes/^2^(jc) = ~9f(x) which has the function sin(3x) as a solution. Note that sin(3jc) is entire of exponential type (|ju|(Z?))1/2 = (|-9|)1/2 = 3.
(2) Let dp(f) have mass -1 at t = ir/2. If « = 5, (12) becomes the differential-difference equation f^s\x) = -fix -7r/2). Since cos(x -7r/2) = sin x and d5 [cos(x)] /dx5 =-sin x, we see that cos x is a solution of this equation.
This agrees with the theorem since cos x is entire of exponential type (|-H)1/S = 1.
The final theorem deaUng specifically with functions which are bounded on the real line for this section is the following: Theorem 3.3. Let f E C"(R), \fix)\ < M for real x. Suppose (13) L [/(x)] = ¿ «,/%) = ¡fix -t) dp(t),
1=0
where pis a complex measure and the coefficients satisfy \c¡\ < C" /or i = 0, 1, . .. , n -1 and \cn | = Cn for some constant C. Then fis entire of exponential type 2^"-1)l'nC~1[yn + V]1/n, where V is here the variation of the measure \p\(R), and y = 2£=1 {yn "_k}1^k where the yn k are those constants determined by Kolmogorov which solve Landau's problem for L°°(R) (as on p. 161).
Since L x [fix)] and fix) are both bounded on the real line, we may apply Landau's Theorem 1 from [13] to say that |/(fc)(x)| is bounded for 0 < k < n.
In particular, |/^"^(x)| is bounded, so we may again apply Kolmogorov's theorem to obtain precise bounds on the intermediate derivatives:
0<k<n. Equality does hold for the case of the spline functions, as Schoenberg [19] shows. Now, j¿(Í^Xx)\=$f'(x-t)dp(t)
by Lemma 1. I.e., Zcif«+1\x)=[f'(x-t)dp(t), i=0 ŵ hich says that f'(x) satisfies (13) , and /G Cn+ 1(R). Iterating this procedure, we see that f(k)(x) satisfies (13) for 0 < k < «, and that /G C2"(Z?).
If we then apply the inequalities (14) to the function f^k\x) fot k fixed, 0 < k < «, we obtain Mk+j < yn,i2,~ ^My'' + ^//n] -o </ < »,
In particular M2n < 22n~2D2"M[yn + V]2. By repeating this procedure on each successive block of « numbers, we obtain /G C°°(R), and jW." < 2'" ~'£ynM[y" + Vf for / > 1, with the other appropriate bounds on the intermediate derivatives.
We proceed as in Lemma 2 to define the entire function whose restriction to the real axis is/(x). Since the exponential type is given by lim supk_^0OMk/k, we first note that the lim sup will be attained by the subsequence of the Mks such that k is a multiple of «. That is, the exponential type is at most
as claimed. Example, fix) = e'* is a solution of the equation -4/"(x) + 2if'(x) -fix) = fix) = ¡fix -t)dp(t)
if dp(t) is point mass at 0. In this case, C -2, so the theorem gives type(/z) = 1 < ^V2((l + V2)2 + 1)1/2 ~ 1.63.
We would like to show that similar theorems hold when fix) is exponentially In Proposition 2.6 we showed that an entire function of exponential type which satisfied an equation of the form in the following proposition was a sum of exponential functions. The following proposition makes it clear why this hypothesis on the analyticity of the function was chosen, since a solution which is of exponential growth on the real line is shown to be entire of exponential type. Proposition 3.4. Let f E Cn(R), \f(x)\ < MeT|x ' forT> 0, and suppose /•»(x) = ffix -t) dp(t) forn>2
where V = /eT|il d\p\(t) < °°. Then f is entire of exponential type at most V1!".
Proof. We have l/(n)(jc)l < Jl/(* -01 d\p\(t) <Mer|jclJV|f| d\p\(t) = MVe™. By Lemma 1, f^n + 1\x) = ff'(x -i)dp(t), and in fact f(n+k\x) = ff(k)(x -i) dp(i) for 0 < k < n. Thus \f{n + k)(x)\ < Tk~n(MV + Cn_xT + Cn_2T2 + ■■■ + CkTn-V1*1 ' V fot0<k<n, and |/(2n)(x)| <MV2e™.
Repeating this process, we obtain \f(mn+k\x)\ <BkVmeTM for 0 < k < n, m = 1, 2, . . . Remark. Proposition 2.3 showed that we could construct a solution of the equation /(n)(x) = ffix -t) dp(i) of the form eaz if z = a was a zero of the function g(z) = zn -fe~zt dp(i), i.e., if or" = /éT0" dp(f). But Proposition 3.4 deals with the exponential type of solutions, and for functions eaz of the above form we see that their exponential type |a| is such that a = fe-«<dp(t)\lln< {$\e-«<\d\p\(t)\'n <{Se-*°«<d\p\(t)}lln so M<i¡e^«^d\p\(t)Yln.
Since \ea*\ < eIRea| |x| on the real line, the solutions which we can construct using Proposition 2.3 have exponential type agreeing with bounds given in Proposition 3.4.
Further, a function of the form eaz is bounded on the real line only for the case that a = iß, ß real. For a solution of this form, the above analysis gives m < {¡\e-m\d\p\(t)jïln = [IpIÍZ?)]1/". Thus again the exponential type of solutions which are bounded on the real line and which we can construct using Proposition 2.3 is that as predicted by Theorem 3.2. £ anf™(x)=ffix-t)dp(t) N-l /<">(*) = £ (-any("\x)+ff(x-t)dp(t).
= 0
It follows from Lemma 1 that the right side of this equation is differentiable, and that in fact /(jv-+1)(x) = ¿* {-any(»+1\x) +Sf'(x -t)dp(t). Remark. The Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 have shown that the equations I,n=0anf(nXx) = ffix -t) dp(t) have solutions which are entire functions of exponential type when all but one of the an are zero, 1 < n < N, and are at least infinitely differentiable otherwise. For entire functions of exponential type, equality in the above equation holds not only for real x but for every complex z.
To see this, consider the equation above in the following two cases: (a) / is entire of exponential type r and bounded on the real axis, and ju is a complex measure; and (b)/is entire of exponential type r, and /eCTlfl d\p\(t) < °° for some a > t.
Note first that the convolution integrals have finite values for complex z. In case follows as in Theorem 2.1.
If fiz) is entire, certainly H^=0anf^"\z) is also. But for both cases, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, then so is ¡fiz -t)dp(t). Thus if these two functions agree on the real axis, they agree everywhere and conversely. 4 . Characterizations for certain classes of entire functions of slow growth on the real axis. We now wish to focus attention on entire functions whose growth on the real axis is slower than exponential. Let Ba he the set of entire functions of exponential type a which are bounded on the real line, and let Wa be those functions in Ba which are square-integrable on the real line.
In the following, the Fourier transform performs much the same role that the Laplace transform did in the previous analysis. Results here are more general in the sense that solutions of equations with polynomial differential operators can be more complicated than sums of exponential polynomials and can be, say, the space Ba or Wa itself.
This first theorem shows the importance of convolution, and hence these equations for Wa. If further sT EL*(R), then llFll < \\st\\lX.
Note. This shows that every bounded linear operator on Wa is represented by convolution, in either integral or series form with an element of Wa.
Proof. Let /, g G Wa and X" = nit/a for any integer n. Note that {(2a)~ V "*}"=_" is a complete orthonormal set in L2 (-a, a) . We first show that (16) ffit)W)dt = ^ ¿ f(Xn)gÇÇ), for X" as above. Define sinca(0 = sin af/77/ G Wa. It is known, for example [4] , that the first part of (15) holds when T is the identity operator. That is, /e K °*fo) = ffix -t)sinca(t)dt.
Another proof of this fact is contained in Theorem 4.3.
Since Fis an operator on Wa, this implies that
by (16).
Kramer [12] has shown that
n= -°° n= -°°h olds for a-n and X" = n, but his proof also works under these more general If sT E L1, fEL2, then Young's inequality gives 11/ * srll2 < llsrllj ll/ll2, i.e., \\Tf\\2 < llsj-lljl/llj =* IITII < llsj.ll!. If f(n)(x) = ¡fix -OrtO dt for <p E L\R) and « > 0, for every /G IVfl, then the exponential type of/= a < {Ml,}1'". For the above equation says that D"f = f * <p, so the theorem applies to
give III)" II < IIi/jIIj. But then a" = \\D" II < IM'i by the proposition, which impUes a<{llV3ll1}1/".
Examples of this situation occur in the next section. We note the analogy between this result and Theorem 3.2. Given a square-integrable, TV-times continuously differentiable function on the real line as fix), the following theorem states conditions on the measure such that equations of the form (17) characterize the class Wa. Moreover, if an equation of this form is satisfied for all functions in Wa, the measure must be of the particular form described below: Theorem 4.3. Let fEL2(R) n CN(R). Suppose dp is a measure such that N £ an{it)n for \t\<a and an complex, |n = 0 \g(t) for |f | > a, where g(t) # ¿ an(it)n n = 0 for any t such that \t\ > a. Then (17) (Ax-t)dp(t)=±aJ^ Further, if (11) holds for every fEWa but not for every fEWb where b > a, then fi(t) has the form above. But (f * dp)" = fp, so we have if*dp.nt)= jZ^/^tti.
Taking inverse transforms, we see that (17) holds. Conversely, if (17) holds, we reverse the order of steps to obtain Mm -f a"(ir)""| = 0.
By the assumptions on the measure p, this implies fi[t) = 0 for |r| > a. Taking inverse transforms, we have fix) = C eixt(2n)-xf(t)dt j -a so/e Wa by the Paley-Wiener theorem.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use FinaUy, if (17) holds for every /G Wa, it certainly holds for the function (7a)-1 sin ax EWa whose Fourier transform equals 1 on the interval (-a, a). The equality above shows that then p(t) " ^=0an(ii)n for |f | < a. If ju(0 had this form for the interval \t\ < b where b>a, the previous argument would show that (17) holds for every /G Wb. This would contradict the hypothesis, so that p(t) must have the form described.
Examples. I. The Fourier transform of the function sin ar/7rf G Wa is one on [-a, a] and zero elsewhere. Thus for dp(f) = sin at(itt)~ *■ dt, the previous theorem shows that (18) for -0 ^fdt = fix) = "-+f f(TL)^a(x-njt/a)
where the latter equality foUows from Theorem 4.1. This is the cardinal series, or Whittaker-Shannon interpolation formula. For functions in L2(R), it characterizes the class Wa. The series does converge under slightly less restrictive conditions on the growth of the function, see Jagerman [10] for example.
II. We have
, at cos at -sin at itt (19) e<r n Ça ^at cos at -sm at , The latter series appears to be analogous to one found by A. J. Macintyre [14, p. 4] .
IV. Define a measure dp(f) by So jQ(f) = it for |f | < a, and for |f | >athe graph repeats. Thus this measure is of the form prescribed in Theorem 4.3, and ¡fix-t)dp(t) = a +f ££/(,-Ç)
is a series which converges iff EL2(R). Similarly, one can show that the part of the series when k is negative is convergent.
Thus
(21) f(x) = a +f tl£-fL-*E.\ fotfEL2(R) n Cl(R) is characteristic of/G Wa. Kramer [12] has shown that this particular series holds for /G Wn in the case that x is an integer.
V. Define a measure dp(i) by
., .0 dp(t)= \^r^ ¿2 iff = -,fc = ±l,±2. for any t such that \t\ > a.
Further suppose that /|f|7 d\p\(t) < °° for some J>0. LetfE CN(R) be such that fix) = 0(\x\J) as \x\ -*■ °°. Then (23) [fix-t)dp(t)= Z «"/<">(*)
if and only iff is entire of exponential type a. Further, if (23) does hold for this class of functions, then p(t) = T,^=0an(it)n for \t\ < a.
Proof. First note that the assumptions on the growth of fix) and on the measure assure the existence of the convolution integral for all x. We may consider /as a tempered distribution, that is an element of S' where S' is the set of continuous linear functionals on the space of rapidly decreasing functions on the real line.
Suppose first that /is entire of exponential type a. As a functional in S', it has a Fourier transform /in S' whose support is in the interval [-a, a]. The convolution / * dp is also a distribution, and if * dp)" = pf. By the hypothesis For derivatives of order n > 0, we know that the Fourier transform of the nth derivative of sin(ajf)[7ri]-1 is (it)" for |f| <ax and zero outside this interval. The same process as above shows that the integrand product defined in (26) has a transform equal to (it)" on |f| < a which is not {it)" for any f such that |f| > a.
Thus (26) also follows for any n > 0.
Note. D. Jagerman [10] for some e > 0, if and only if/is entire of exponential type a. The case J = 0 (where we then assume 5 = 0) is Example I. For / > 0, the proof of (27) is a result of combining the proof of Example I, the procedure of Example 11(a), and the previous theorem.
Example III. This final example also concerns the case when the function has polynomial growth of any degree on the real line.
Let A he the compact set [-a, a], and B the open set (-a -e, a + e) for e > 0 small. Friedman [5, p. 45] , has shown that there exists an infinitely differentiable function ß(x) such that (i) ß(x) = 1 if x is in A, (ii) ß(x) = 0 if |jc| > a + e, and (iii) 0 < ß(x) < 1 for all x. We pick e smaU enough so that |/3(x)| < 1 if |x| > a.
A formula for such a function is given by fx * f2, where Ka(x) = feixtß(t)dt = fßeixtß(t)dt;
i.e., Ka is the inverse transform of ß. Further, it is an entire function of exponential type which is in L2(R). Also, Ka has Fourier transform j3.
An integration by parts shows that
Ka(x) = f eixtß(t)dt = 0 -(ix)"1 (eixtß'(t) dt.
This can be repeated any number of times, so that
Ka(x) = (-l)"0xT" f eixtß(n\t) dt for n > 0.
J B
Thus |ZTa(x)| < \x\~"JB\ß{n)(t)\ dt for arbitrary n, so that ¡\t\J\Ka(t)\ dt<<*> forJ> 0.
Since Ka("\x) = fB(it)neixtß(t) dt, a similar argument shows that SUflKa^Xt)] dt <°° for any n > 0 and / > 0. Using the theorem, we conclude that (28) /(n)(x) = ¡fix -t)Ka("\t) dt, n > 0, characterizes entire functions of exponential type which have polynomial growth on the real line.
At this point, we give a further condition which characterizes the measures in the case that an equation of the form (5), i.e., equations as in the following theorem, always holds. We first consider the case when the measure decays exponentially, as in §2. We then present an example to suggest that similar results may hold in a more generalized sense for measures of slower decay. Theorem 4.5. Let dp be such that feaW d\p\(t) < °° for some o > 0. Then (f*dp)( where an -0ifn> N. Setting x = 0 gives f(-t)k dp(t) = k\ak.
Conversely, suppose that the moment condition holds for k > 0. If P(x) is any polynomial of degree M, say, then P(x -t) for x fixed is of the form M. p("ï(x\ p(x-t)= z^F-i-tfn = 0 Thus (P(x-t)dp(t)=(Z ^-^(-tf dp(t) J J n = 0 "' = Z J1-¿?1í(-t)ndp(t)= Ç a"I*"\x), Recall that for this measure and fix) in BT, ¡fix -t) dp(f) = f'(x). The moments of this measure do not all exist in the ordinary sense. But /^0 = £j_ë£^ = o, ¡(-t)dp(t) = lj.^=i and for n > 2, ¡i-tf dm = % (i)n fcZoe (-iy<2* +1)"-2 is Abel summable with sum zero. The analogy between the example and Theorem 4.5 is that if the moments of the measure did exist in the ordinary sense, the equation / * dp= /' would lead Theorem 4.5 to assign them the exact values as above. Thus a condition similar to that of Theorem 4.5 may hold in a more generalized sense for measures whose moments are not all finite.
(2) Combining Theorem 4. 5. An application. Finally, a classical theorem states that if /is an entire function which satisfies both/(x + t) = fix) and fix + tx) = fix) where t/tx is irrational, then / is constant. Gel'fond [6] has considered a generalization of this by considering entire functions which satisfy two infinite linear differential equations. But if dp is the measure which is point mass at -t, then ffix-t)dp{t)= fix+ T), so that a periodic function satisfies a particular convolution equation. The following theorem is a generalization of the classical theorem in terms of convolution equations.
We will consider the following cases, where p represents the measure in each case:
Case (i). fEL2(R) and jû(f) exists.
Case (ii). fix) = 0(|*K) for 7 > 0 as |x| -> », and p.(t) exists. Case (iii) . fix) has arbitrary growth, but \fe~zt dp(t)\ < » for |Re z| < b, b>a.
Theorem 5.1. Let fiz) be entire of exponential type a. Suppose fiz) satisfies both N K Z a"f{n)(x) = ffix -i) dp(t) and £ bkf^\x) = ffix -t)dpx(t) n=0 k=0
where for Cases (i) and (ii), the set of common zeros of the functions m-Z'n&T and p\x{f) -£ bJitf for\t\<a n=0 k=0
is at most the origin {where roots of multiplicity m and mx occur) and for Case (iii) the set of common zeros of the complex functions fe-ztdp(t)-y.anzn and (e~ztdpx(t)-f) bkzk n=0 J fc=0
is at most the origin (where roots of multiplicity m and mx occur). Then, Case (i). / is identically zero, Cases (ii) and (iii). / is a polynomial of degree min(m -l,mx -I).
Proof. Case (i). As before, the equation /to fao-i; an(ity) =o (excluding the origin) we know that Hx(tS) is not zero there. Hence the only possible pole of ip(tS) is at the origin, and the order of the pole is min(«i, mx). By the definition of fiz) in terms of y above, this makes fiz) a polynomial of degree at most min(m -1, mx -1). This completes the proof of the theorem. Examples. (I). Suppose fiz) is entire of exponential type and fiz + t) = fiz) and fiz + tx) = fiz) where t\tx is irrational. If dp and dpx are point mass measures at -t and -tx respectively, the above periodicity equations become the convolution equations.
The functions fe~zt dp(t) -1 = eTZ -1 and fe~zt dpx(t) = e*1* -1 each have a simple zero at the origin. This zero at the origin is the only common zero of the two functions, hence fiz) is a polynomial of degree zero, i.e., fiz) is a constant.
(II). Let fiz) he entire of exponential type a such that fix) = 0(\x\J) for some J > 0 as \x\-*-°°. Suppose further that fiz) is periodic with period t where 0 < t < 27ra_ -, i.e., fiz) =f(z + t).
Let dp = Ka'(t)dt, where Ka(i) is as in (28), and let dpx be point mass at -t. From (28), we know that f'(x) = ffix -t)Ka'(f) dt. We also found in that example that (Ka'f(t) = it for If I < a.
Thus the set of common zeros of (Ka'f(t) -it and px(t) -1 for |i| < a is the set of zeros of eiTt -1 for |f| < a. But eiu = 1 <=> tí = 2kir, k = 0, ±1, . . . , and by the choice of t this only occurs at t = 0 if |f I < a. Further, this root is simple. Thus/is constant.
We see as an example that any entire function of exponential type 1 which is periodic with period t < 2it is a constant. 
